Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, USDA
Storage—The
secured
storing
of
records kept by FCIC or the insurance
provider on computer disks or drives,
computer printouts, magnetic tape,
index cards, microfiche, microfilm, etc.
Substantial beneficial interest—Any
person having an interest of at least 10
percent in the applicant or policyholder.
System of records—Records established
and maintained by FCIC or the insurance provider containing SSN or EIN
data, name, address, city and State, applicable policy numbers, and other information related to multiple peril
crop insurance policies as required by
FCIC, from which information is retrieved by a personal identifier including, but not limited to the SSN, EIN,
or name.

and other forms where such SSN or
EIN is required, FCIC or the reinsured
company shall reject the application.
(c) The policyholder or applicant is
required to provide to FCIC or the insurance provider, the name and SSN or
EIN of any individual or other entity:
(1) holding or acquiring a substantial
beneficial interest in such policyholder
or applicant; or
(2) having any interest in the policyholder or applicant and receiving separate benefits under another United
States Department of Agriculture program as a direct result of such interest.
(d) If a policyholder or applicant is
using an EIN for a policy in an individual person’s name, the SSN of the
policyholder or applicant must also be
provided.

[62 FR 28608, May 27, 1997]

[62 FR 28608, May 27, 1997]

§ 400.403 Required system of records.
Insurance providers are required to
implement a system of records for obtaining, using, and storing documents
containing SSN or EIN data before
they accept or receive any applications
for insurance. This data should include:
name; address; city and state; SSN or
EIN; and policy numbers which have
been used by FCIC or the insurance
provider.

§ 400.405 Agent and loss adjuster responsibilities.
(a) The agent or loss adjuster shall
provide his or her correct SSN to FCIC
or the insurance provider, whichever is
applicable, to be eligible to participate
in the crop insurance program. The
SSN will be used by FCIC and the insurance provider in establishing a database for the purposes of:
(1) Identifying agents and loss adjusters on an individual basis;
(2) Evaluating agents and loss adjusters to determine level of performance;
(3) Determining eligibility for program participation; and
(4) Collection of any amount which
may be owed by the agent and loss adjuster to the United States.
(b) If the loss adjuster contracting
with FCIC to participate in the crop insurance program does not provide his
or her correct SSN on forms or contracts where such SSN is required, the
loss adjuster’s contract will be cancelled effective on the date of refusal
and the loss adjuster will be subject to
suspension and debarment in accordance with the suspension and debarment regulations of the United States
Department of Agriculture.
(c) If the agent or loss adjuster contracting with an insurance provider,
who is also a private insurance company, to participate in the crop insurance program does not provide his or
her correct SSN on forms or contracts

[62 FR 28608, May 27, 1997]
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§ 400.405

§ 400.404 Policyholder responsibilities.
(a) The policyholder or applicant for
crop insurance must provide a correct
SSN or EIN to FCIC or the insurance
provider to be eligible for insurance.
The SSN or EIN will be used by FCIC
and the insurance provider in:
(1) Determining the correct parties to
the agreement or contract;
(2) Collecting premiums or other
amounts due FCIC or the insurance
provider;
(3) Determining the amount of indemnities;
(4) Establishing actuarial data on an
individual policyholder basis; and
(5) Determining eligibility for crop
insurance program participation or
other United States Department of Agriculture benefits.
(b) If the policyholder or applicant
for crop insurance does not provide the
correct SSN or EIN on the application
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